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Introduction

With POSPOLE Parts we present to our customers the possibility to create the product they need. Especially 
resellers can keep parts on stock and supply them individually to their clients. This creates a major advantage 
in flexibility and availability. Select the parts you need to realize your solution.

Core Parts Series

Our core parts series provides all the essential parts nee-
ded to build your POSPOLE mounting solution. We provide 
base poles, arms, VESA-, printer-, scanner-, keyboard-, tab-
let- and many other holders for all kind of devices. We will 
be introducing new mounting brackets as standard products 
on a regular basis. As a result of this process the number 
of supported devices will increase to ensure larger market 
coverage.

Modified Parts Series

When an essential part from our core series does not fit your 
solution, look no further. With the modified part series we 
open up to full customizability. All parts in this product line 
can be changed or adjusted to our customer’s needs. From 
additional cutouts to a combination holder for an EFT-Ter-
minal and scanner, we got your ideas covered. In most cases 
we do not require a minimum order quantity. We want to 
present our partners and customers with the opportunity to 
create the product they need.

Colour 

In the POS business the hardware often hast to fit a certain theme. We offer our poles in three different default 
colors: Jet Black RAL 9005, Graphite Gray RAL 7024 and Light Grey RAL 7035. For bigger quantities it is also 
possible to provide a custom color. Contact us for further information.

Jet Black RAL 9005 Graphite Gray RAL 7024 Light Grey RAL 7035
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Create your own stand 

When getting started, you have to decide what kind of base 
you need for your application. They are available in different 
heights and diameters. For a set up with multiple mounts plea-
se select a B45 base pole. They are designed to carry more 
devices on a single stand. Or you can choose a 38mm for single 
mount applications. We recommend to always checking the 
dimensions before ordering.

For monitor mounts add VESA holders to your stand. We offer 
multiple versions that fit on either 38mm or 45mm. Depending 
on the circumstances you can select the version that is working 
for you. If you are not sure witch VESA holder you need, we are 
happy to help.

In the third step you can select arms to extend the range of 
your stand. They provide you the option to mout 38mm at-
tachments. As always different versions are avalible. Please 
remember to check the compatibility between the arm and at-
tachments you want to use.

After adding arms and VESA you can now round up the solu-
tion by adding more mounting brackets. Printer-, keyboard-, 
cash terminal- and scanner holders are only a few to name.

After successfully completing your stand creation you can sim-
ple send us the item numbers together with the colour of your 
choise. If you are intressted in a project based solution please 
take a look at page 22 of this catalogue.



PP-B45-3788

Base Pole; 45mm; 350mm height; default cutout 
60x24mm. Incl. top cover, top insert 38mm, bottom 
cover, 4x ISO 7380 M6 50mm screw, 4x DIN 9021 
6,4 steel washer, 4x ISO 7040 M6 bolt nut, 1x hex 
screwdriver DIN911 SW 4. Used as a base to mount 
45mm attachments like Arms and V45 VESA holders.

PP-B45-0935

Base Pole; 45mm; 500mm height; default cutout 
60x24mm. Incl. top cover, top insert 38mm, bottom 
cover, 4x ISO 7380 M6 50mm screw, 4x DIN 9021 
6,4 steel washer, 4x ISO 7040 M6 bolt nut, 1x hex 
screwdriver DIN911 SW 4. Used as a base to mount 
45mm attachments like Arms and V45 VESA holders.

PP-B38-00549

Base Pole; 38mm; 350mm height; with notch. Incl. 
bottom cover, 4x DIN7981-C4.8x16-CH screw. 
Used to mount 38mm attachments like EFT-, printer-, 
keyboard- or V38 VESA holders.

PP-B38-3786

Base Pole; 38mm; 120mm height; with notch; slot 
for Kensington lock. Incl. bottom cover, 4x DIN7981-
C4.8x16-CH screw. Used to mount 38mm attach-
ments like EFT-, printer-, keyboard- or V38 VESA 
holders.

PP-B38-00549

Base Pole; 38mm; 350mm height; with notch. Incl. 
bottom cover, 4x DIN7981-C4.8x16-CH screw. 
Used to mount 38mm attachments like EFT-, printer-, 
keyboard- or V38 VESA holders.
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Arms

PP-AF-01197

Arm Fix; 45mm to 38mm; 40mm length; regual versi-
on. Incl. support ring. Used to mount on 45mm base 
poles. Offers mounting possibility for 38mm attach-
ments printer-, keyboard- or V38 VESA holders.

PP-AF-04009

Arm Fix; 45mm to 38mm; 100mm length; regual ver-
sion. Incl. 40mm cable holder and support ring. Used 
to mount on 45mm base poles. Offers mounting pos-
sibility for 38mm attachments printer-, keyboard- or 
V38 VESA holders.

PP-AF-04012

Arm Fix; 45mm to 38mm; 150mm length; regual ver-
sion. Incl. 80mm cable holder and support ring. Used 
to mount on 45mm base poles. Offers mounting pos-
sibility for 38mm attachments printer-, keyboard- or 
V38 VESA holders.

PP-AF-01198

Arm Fix; 45mm to 38mm; 250mm length; regual ver-
sion. Incl. 160mm cable holder and support ring. Used 
to mount on 45mm base poles. Offers mounting pos-
sibility for 38mm attachments printer-, keyboard- or 
V38 VESA holders.

PP-AFX-03279

Arm Fix; 45mm to 38mm; 350mm length; regual ver-
sion. Incl. 200mm cable holder and support ring. Used 
to mount on 45mm base poles. Offers mounting pos-
sibility for 38mm attachments printer-, keyboard- or 
V38 VESA holders.
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Arms

PP-AFN-01203

Arm Fix; 45mm to 38mm; 80mm length; notch ver-
sion; with Kensinkton slot. Incl. support ring. Used to 
mount on 45mm base poles. Offers mounting possi-
bility for 38mm attachments like EFT-, printer-, key-
board- or V38 VESA holders.

PP-AFN-04010

Arm Fix; 45mm to 38mm; 100mm length; notch versi-
on; with Kensinkton slot. Incl. 40mm cable holder and 
support ring. Used to mount on 45mm base poles. 
Offers mounting possibility for 38mm attachments 
like EFT-, printer-, keyboard- or V38 VESA holders.

PP-AFN-04011

Arm Fix; 45mm to 38mm; 150mm length; notch ver-
sion. Incl.: 80mm cable holder and support ring. Used 
to mount on 45mm base poles. Offers mounting pos-
sibility for 38mm attachments like EFT-, printer-, key-
board- or V38 VESA holders.

PP-AFN-4362

Arm Fix; 45mm to 38mm; 250mm length; notch ver-
sion. Incl.: 160mm cable holder and support ring. 
Used to mount on 45mm base poles. Offers moun-
ting possibility for 38mm attachments like EFT-, prin-
ter-, keyboard- or V38 VESA holders.

PP-AFN-03892

Arm Fix; 45mm to 38mm; 350mm length; notch ver-
sion. Incl.: 200mm cable holder and support ring. 
Used to mount on 45mm base poles. Offers moun-
ting possibility for 38mm attachments like EFT-, prin-
ter-, keyboard- or V38 VESA holders.



PP-AMN-4361

Arm Moveable; 45mm to 38mm; 200-320mm length; 
notch version. Incl.: 80mm cable holder and support 
ring. Used to mount on 45mm base poles. Offers 
mounting possibility for 38mm attachments like EFT-, 
printer-, keyboard- or V38 VESA holders.

PP-ATN-01204

Arm Tiltable; 45mm to 38mm; 2x180mm length; 
notch version. Incl.: 80mm cable holder and support 
ring. Used to mount on 45mm base poles. Offers 
mounting possibility for 38mm attachments like EFT-, 
printer-, keyboard- or V38 VESA holders.
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PP-V45-03924

VESA Mount; 45mm; angled version (85mm); me-
tal hinge; VESA 75/100. Incl. support ring. Used to 
mount at 45mm base poles.Can be used with PP-
V45-03517-XXXX or similar to mount two devices 
on the same height. Maximum recommended weight: 
10Kg. 

PP-V45-03923

VESA Mount; 45mm; angled version (85mm); metal 
hinge; VESA 75. Incl. support ring. Used to mount at 
45mm base poles. Can be used with PP-V45-03517-
XXXX or similar to mount two devices on the same 
height. Maximum recommended weight: 10Kg. 

PP-V45-03517

VESA Mount; 45mm; long version (120mm); me-
tal hinge; VESA 75/100. Incl. support ring. Used to 
mount at 45mm base poles. Maximum recommended 
weight: 10Kg.

PP-V45-03632

VESA Mount; 45mm; long version (120mm); metal 
hinge; VESA 75. Incl. support ring. Used to mount at 
45mm base poles. Maximum recommended weight: 
10Kg.

PP-V45-03925

VESA Mount; 45mm; short version (65mm); me-
tal hinge; VESA 75/100. Incl. support ring. Used to 
mount at 45mm base poles. Maximum recommended 
weight: 10Kg. 
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VESA Mounts



PP-V45-03926

VESA Mount; 45mm; short version (65mm); metal 
hinge; VESA 75. Incl. support ring. Used to mount at 
45mm base poles. Maximum recommended weight: 
10Kg.

PP-V45-00562

VESA Mount; 45mm; top version; metal hinge; VESA 
75/100. Used to mount on 45mm base poles. Maxi-
mum recommended weight: 10Kg.

PP-V45-03634

VESA Mount; 45mm; top version; metal hinge; VESA 
75. Used to mount on 45mm base poles. Maximum 
recommended weight: 10Kg.

PP-V38-3406

VESA Mount; 38mm; plastic hinge; VESA 75/100. 
Used to mount on 38mm base poles or arms with 
notch. Maximum recommended weight: 5Kg.

PP-V38-3784

VESA Mount; 38mm; plastic hinge; VESA 75. Used 
to mount on 38mm base poles or arms with notch. 
Maximum recommended weight: 5Kg.
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PP-V38-3815

VESA Mount; 38mm; metal hinge; VESA 75/100. 
Used to mount on 38mm base poles or arms. Maxi-
mum recommended weight: 10Kg.

PP-V38-03635

VESA Mount; 38mm; metal hinge; VESA 75. Used to 
mount on 38mm base poles or arms. Maximum re-
commended weight: 10Kg. 
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VESA Mounts



PP-PPH-00126

Pin Pad Mount; plastic hinge; WestInt 8006. Used to 
mount on 38mm base poles or arms with notch.

PP-PPH-00153

Pin Pad Mount; plastic hinge; Ingenico IPP220. Used 
to mount on 38mm base poles or arms with notch.

PP-PPH-00213

Pin Pad Mount; plastic hinge; Ingenico Mobile Pro 3. 
Used to mount on 38mm base poles or arms with 
notch.

PP-PPH-00229

Pin Pad Mount; plastic hinge; First Data FD100GT. 
Used to mount on 38mm base poles or arms with 
notch.

PP-PPH-00239

Pin Pad Mount; plastic hinge; Verifone VX805C. Used 
to mount on 38mm base poles or arms with notch.
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EFT Pin Pad Mounts



PP-PPH-00258

Pin Pad Mount; plastic hinge; Ingenico ICT220/250. 
Used to mount on 38mm base poles or arms with 
notch.

PP-PPH-00275

Pin Pad Mount; plastic hinge; Ingenico IPP220. Used 
to mount on 38mm base poles or arms with notch.

PP-PPH-00278

Pin Pad Mount; plastic hinge; Ingenico ML30. Used to 
mount on 38mm base poles or arms with notch.

PP-PPH-00281

Pin Pad Mount; plastic hinge; Verifone MagiC P5. 
Used to mount on 38mm base poles or arms with 
notch.

PP-PPH-00660

Pin Pad Mount; plastic hinge; Verifone H5000. Used 
to mount on 38mm base poles or arms with notch.
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EFT Pin Pad Mounts



PP-PPH-01013

Pin Pad Mount; plastic hinge; Verifone VX805. Used 
to mount on 38mm base poles or arms with notch.

PP-PPH-01322

Pin Pad Mount; plastic hinge; Ingenico iWL220. Used 
to mount on 38mm base poles or arms with notch.

PP-PPH-01326

Pin Pad Mount; plastic hinge; Verifone VX1000SE. 
Used to mount on 38mm base poles or arms with 
notch.

PP-PPH-01772

Pin Pad Mount; plastic hinge; Verifone VX825. Incl. 
screws for mounting. Used to mount on 38mm base 
poles or arms with notch.

PP-PPH-02027

Pin Pad Mount; plastic hinge; Ingenico IPP480. Used 
to mount on 38mm base poles or arms with notch.
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PP-PPH-03426

Pin Pad Mount; plastic hinge; Ingenico IPP350. Used 
to mount on 38mm base poles or arms with notch.

PP-PPH-3373

Pin Pad Mount; plastic hinge; Verifone VX820. Used 
to mount on 38mm base poles or arms with notch.
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EFT Pin Pad Mounts



PP-PH-00183

Printer Holder; fix angle; 150x180mm; for printers 
like TM-T88V. Used to mount on 38mm base poles 
or arms.

PP-PH-01864

Printer Holder; fix angle; for EPSON TM-T70II prin-
ter. Used to mount on 38mm base poles or arms.

PP-PH-01880

Printer Holder; fix angle; for SEIKO RP-D10. Used to 
mount on 38mm base poles or arms.
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Printer Mounts



PP-SPH-03476

Signature Pad Holder; for Signotec Colour Pad Ome-
ga. Incl. screws for mounting. Used to mount on 
38mm base poles or arms with notch.

PP-KH-3626

Keyboard Holder; 400x150mm; for simple keyboards. 
Used to mount on 38mm base poles or arms with 
notch.

PP-SH-00619

Scanner Holder; for pistol grip scanner. Used to 
mount at 45mm base poles.

PP-TH-00359

Tablet holder; adjustable width min. 170mm max. 
270mm;  adjustable height min. 135mm max. 230mm. 
Used to mount on 38mm base poles or arms with 
notch.
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Various Brackets
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Accessories

PP-CH-3449

Plastic Cable Holder; 40mm length. Can be used on 
45mm/38mm poles and arms.

PP-CH-02049

Plastic Cable Holder; 80mm length. Can be used on 
45mm/38mm poles and arms.

PP-CH-02050

Plastic Cable Holder; 120mm length. Can be used on 
45mm/38mm poles and arms.

PP-CH-02051

Plastic Cable Holder; 160mm length. Can be used on 
45mm/38mm poles and arms.

PP-CH-02052

Plastic Cable Holder; 200mm length. Can be used on 
45mm/38mm poles and arms.



PP-CP-00025

Counter Plate; used to enforce stability of base 
stands. Compatible with B45 and B38 stands.

PP-GP-03983

Ground Plate; 30x25cm. Incl. 4x screws and tool. 
Used for demo installation. Compatible with B45 and 
B38 stands. Only use for demo. Do not use for ins-
tallation.

PP-GP-03932

Ground Plate; 25x20cm. Incl. 4x screws and tool. 
Used for demo installation and tablet standalone so-
lutions. Compatible with B45 and B38 stands.

PP-SR-3722

Support ring 45mm. Compatible with B45 stands. 
Used to enforce arms and other V45 attachments.

PP-TE-3470

Top Extention; metal; for V38 VESA holders; 38mm. 
For insert on top of a B45 base pole with 38mm pla-
stic insert.
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Accessories



PP-TI-03855

Top Insert; pastic; for customer displays with 33,6mm 
diameter pole. Incl. screws to fix heigth. For direct 
insert on top of a B45 base pole.
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POSPOLE Project solution 

Realizing projects with POSPOLE GmbH

Project planning shifts its focus on other priorities. Instead of having an open and flexible solution, functionality 
and price efficiency gain more relevance. One of our greatest advantages is our ability to adapt. Customers often 
associate customization with high costs. We want our clients to have the chance to create a solution without 
pushing the price to an unreasonable level. Therefore we do not charge for the creation of a technical drawing. 
From start to finish we will guide you and provide useful advice based on our experience. Send us your enquire 
and we will find a solution that is benefiting your business by adding value.

Endless possibilities and solutions

For project based concepts, we do not only offer the regular stand solution. Housings, kiosks and wall mounts 
are only a few examples for the various concepts that POS solution providers can offer. Often they are dis-
continued in the early stages due to concerns regarding the realization. We provide it all from a single source 
directly to you. Our factory has all the necessary equipment to deliver professional and high quality results. 
Laser cutout, stamping, bending, welding and painting all made in one production facility ensures short deli-
very times and flexibility.

Packing and Shipment

Transportation and packing are factors to a successful rollout and planning. We pack all parts and tools in one 
box with our POSPOLE sets, which safes cost and time during the rollout. On demand, we are able to change 
the packing to your liking. Let us know your rollout schedule and we will plan the delivery accordingly. 

Summary

Thank you for taking the time to read through our services and products. We hope we were able to give you a 
good overview of our stance and priorities. We at POSPOLE GmbH are looking forward to be the partner you 
need in order to make your business even more successful. 
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